
Practical
Hygienic
Efficient

SIMPLY
INDISPENSABLE

“We believe that every business 
model today must not disregard 
Blue Economy values to guarantee 
safeguards towards the environment 
and resources. 
Industrie Celtex is inspired by 
a perfect equilibrium of natural 
ecosystems where nothing is 
wasted and everything is reused in a 
circular process; to transform paper 
trimmings into new raw material”

INDUSTRIE CELTEX Spa 
Legal HQ
Via Trav. del Marginone, 21/23 
55015 - Montecarlo
Lucca - Italy

Tel. +39 0583 27 41
info@celtex.it
www.industrieceltex.com

Administration HQ 
Via dei Sandroni, 22
55011 - Altopascio
Lucca - Italy

Andrea Bernacchi
President and CEO of Industrie Celtex

BETTER SAFE 
THAN SORRY

Omnia Labor, just like a 
medical stethoscope, is 
an indispensable tool that 
assures  proper hygiene,  
avoids unnecessary risks, 
providing comfort and 
safety to the patients.

Omnia Labor is the new system from 
the Celtex Megamini family designed 
for medical practices,  doctor’s 
surgeries and hospitals. The right 
amout of paper is always available, 
without useless mistakes, and cross 
contamination is avoided as the paper 
remains protected until removed. 
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No one should get sick seeking care.
Yet globally, while each year hundreds of millions 
of patients are affected by health care-associated 
infections, this problem usually receives public 
attention only when there is an outbreak or 
epidemic, as with the recent Coronavirus.

Hygiene is universally relevant to every 
physician, health worker, nurse and patient, 
at every health care interaction. Although 
medical technology has made great strides, 
there is always room for improvement for 
paper dispensing systems.

Twisted paper often 
exceeds actual need.

Sometimes couch roll 
sheets are used to remove 
ultrasound gel or to clean 
medical equipment.  

Whatever hospital ward, medical practice
or physiotherapy center, Omnia Labor is
the right answer to guarantee the highest
hygiene standards, as the paper remains
protected until removed.

A true guarantee that
minimizes waste: the maxi
sized folded hand towel gets
chores done quicker, since the
dispenser is operated with
one hand, delivering each
single sheet already open.

LEONIDA EMBOSSING

DIMENSION 25x30 cm

cod. C77800 cod. C77830 cod. C77850 cod. C77870

Pure cellulose Pure cellulose Blue cellulose E-Tissue

2 ply 3 ply 3 ply 2 ply

300 sheets per pack 210 sheets per pack 230 sheets per pack 300 sheets per pack

2400 sheets per pack 1680 sheets per pack 1840 sheets per pack 2400 sheets per pack
(300x8) (210x8) (230x8) (300x8)

8 PACKS PER CASE

36 CASES PER PALLETS

CELTEX OMNIA LABOR

MEGAMINI

OMNIA LABOR

LESS
WASTE

LESS
PROBLEMS

LESS
LITTER

X

Conceived from the experience of Andrea 
Bernacchi, Omnia Labor is the system that 
elevates a professional kitchen to a higher 
level.

Folded sheets take the place of bulky rolls 
thanks to the innovative maxi pack that 
guarantees high performance and low 
consumption, in full compliance with 
HACCP protocols.

This absolute patented innovation ensures 
constant fluidity of service while occupying 
minimal space. Consistent with the latest 
restaurant trends, this dispenser is an actual 
style element that embellishes open-plan 
kitchens as well.

OMNIA LABOR DISPENSER: 
YOUR PARTNER IN THE HOSPITAL!

cod. 92170
White Plastic
285x325x175 mm

The dispensing spout, enriched with antimicrobial 
additives, minimizes the risk of bacterial contamination 
and guarantees maximum hygiene, in compliance with 
HACCP guidelines. 

Request the free-standing stainless steel support cod. M92170
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